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Deteriorating air quality in South American mega-cities is receiving increasing attention from 
local decision makers, scientists and the public. SAEMC provides regional scale past, present 
and future climate change scenarios, with emphasis on the evolution of air quality in South 
American megacities, and on the implementation of coordinated regional chemical weather 
forecast tools. 

Goals
• Establish the basis for operational chemical weather forecasting for South American 

megacities
• Provide accurate regional emission and climate change scenarios for South America, with 

emphasis on the impacts of and on megacities
• Strengthen and expand an active research and capacity building network on Earth System 

Modeling in the Americas

First results
• An on-line emission data base has been compiled for Bogotá, Buenos Aires, Lima, Medellín, 

Santiago, and São Paulo that will be used to develop automated emission scenarios; so far 
available for Medellín (http://modemed.upb.edu.co/).

• Factors affecting local emissions have been compiled which helps environmental authorities 
manage air pollution. Urbanization maps for the main Brazilian cities have been constructed 
from satellite images. Inventories for traffic emissions and aerosols including black carbon 
particles are being developed for Buenos Aires, São Paulo, and Bogotá.

• The Chilean Weather Office is now providing chemical weather forecasting for Santiago 
based on SAEMC work.(http://www.meteochile.cl/modeloPOLYPHEMUSozono.html)

• A fully linked climate modeling system is now operational for South America, providing a 
sound basis for the comparison of emissions.

• A grid-based computational system is being tested.
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The large urban centers in South and Central America keep 
growing posing serious environmental and health problems
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Traffic emissions are substantial contributors to the burden of 
pollutants in all megacities. SAEMC has developed and compiled 
consistent emission inventories that provide the basis for air 
quality assessments and chemical weather forecasting at various 
scales

C-CATT-BRAMS running in operational mode is able to capture 
meso-scale events of transport. In this case, a smoke plume 
advected over Buenos Aires in the fall of 2008 is captured 
by the model. (photo on the right: http://earthobservatory.
nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/Archive/Apr2008/Argentina_AMO_
2008107_lrg.jpg)
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